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of a very high courage and moral integrity- others of weaker
calibre would not lock themselves up on ;vn island In the
Polar Sea for two or three years. But a plaee with six
hundred people, and with hardly more than u> per eent of
them women, is ridiculous nonsense. Let them have no
women at all the first, year. 1 could understand that,
But I would not go about a plaee starving" and see pastries
lying about here and there.'
*So what have you done about it? You are here after
all', I said.
'Well, since you are not going to live there and make a
scandal of me, 1 don't mind telling you, 1 picked out the
prettiest girl of the lot on the lirst day I came on board in
Archangel. We were in harbour for over a week. On the
fifth day I took her to Zags, and we inscribed ourselves.'
(lie meant they got married at the register office.) cSo
I for one am married/
'And do you think that this is a sound basis of matrimony?'
'Don't be silly. She is pretty and a, clever girl. We have
two years ahead of us to get used to each other. 1 like her
quite well already. If it, docs not work, we can still separate
afterwards. It Is the most sensible tiling I could do at any
rate,'
I reported the case hypothctically-—changing the con-
ditions and the places-- to a number of workers, men and
women in a different Arctic settlement later. There was
nothing but indignation and strong condemnation for such
"irresponsible action'. The younger people, by the way,
were the most severe in the judgment of the case. The
majority of them have accepted the new Soviet's code of
social morality completely. And this new Soviet morality
demands the greatest possible self-discipline, holds marriage
in high honour., condemns repeated divorce as a sign of
instability and of lack of social conscience. The promiscuity
of which Soviet youth was often accused abroad five years
ago had already been most severely condemned by Lenin.
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